the RPO playbook.

transform hiring and
workforce readiness for
any challenges ahead.
human forward.

talent acquisition
as a business differentiator.
What will your organization need from your workforce a year from now? With the global economy less certain
than any other time in recent history, you might as well consult a fortune teller. Never mind a year from today,
knowing what the markets will demand over the next 30 days is a challenge in itself.
This is the reason why your business needs workforce agility and scalability now. Having emerged from the
global pandemic crisis, you must focus on accelerating growth by building a workforce ready for new and
unfamiliar market dynamics. Having the resources at hand when opportunities arise will be critical in the months
and years ahead.
Acquiring this type of capability calls for strong talent readiness and the ability of business leaders to rapidly
realign resources as needed. You might have prepared your workforce for many contingencies, but the scale
and breadth of the current disruption require even more agility and flexibility. Perhaps your organization is now
seeing a surge in talent demand and struggling to ramp up quickly.
Additionally, the rapid speed at which digital transformation is unfolding, the growing need for reskilling, and the
impact of AI and automation on how work gets done require a thorough rethinking of talent strategies. So how
will you respond to these unprecedented times?
It begins with building talent. With business needs changing rapidly from one day to the next, your workforce
must be enabled with the right skills and ready to react to the most dynamic conditions in decades. Ensuring you
have access to the highest-quality people wherever the business takes you is essential to winning and staying
ahead of the competition. This can only happen with data, a rigorous recruitment approach and a robust set of
tools to accelerate human-driven outcomes.
How can you ensure access to best-in-class people, processes and technologies at a time when resources
are hard-fought and rationalization dictates many conversations? Our recruitment process outsourcing (RPO)
playbook provides an in-depth understanding of how a customized solution can help you achieve the best
workforce ready for any challenge ahead.
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talent leaders say they continue to experience talent scarcity,
even after the pandemic.

5 questions.
Is your workforce well-positioned to respond to unforeseen circumstances?

01

Can we acquire critical skills quickly and cost-effectively when our business needs them?

02

How scalable is our current talent acquisition function?

03 Do we have the right technologies to attract and engage with the best talent?
04 Are we able to leverage workforce data to assess the effectiveness of our resource planning and
shape talent strategies going forward?

05 How can we reduce talent acquisition costs even while hiring the best people to fill our requisitions?
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RPO
definitions.
applicant tracking system (ATS)

permanent workforce

candidate relationship management
system (CRM)

recruitment process outsourcing (RPO)

A technology platform that helps employers manage
job openings, and process incoming applications
and candidate information.

Enables organizations to engage with and manage
passive and active talent throughout the entire hiring
continuum. With functionalities beyond an ATS,
a CRM is the system of record for maintaining an
organization’s relationship with all candidate types,
including internal, external, referrals, silver medalists
and others.

direct sourcing

The process of identifying and qualifying active
and passive candidates through online and other
channels using in-house recruiters.

diversity and inclusion (D&I) strategies

An organization’s approach to ensuring hiring
practices and the workplace represent and include
workers of different backgrounds, genders, sexual
orientations, physical abilities, social backgrounds
and military service.

employer brand strategy

The holistic effort of employers to positively present
and differentiate their value, culture, and products
and services in the eyes of prospective employees.

internal mobility program

A systematic approach to identifying and
redeploying internal talent within the organization
based on the career development needs of the
talent and those of the business.

An employer’s workforce that is on its payroll
and does not have a termination date at the
outset of employment.

An outsourced solution in which a service provider
manages a portion or all of a company’s permanent
hire recruitment function.

strategic sourcing

The discipline in which recruiters identify potential
candidates through various methods, including
sophisticated search practices, online portals, and
talent networks and communities.

talent analytics

The gathering and use of business intelligence
and market insights to enable HR and other
departments to shape workforce management
strategies and tactics.

talent assessment and identification
The process of screening and assessing the
suitability of candidates for a particular role.

talent marketing

A strategy that uses marketing disciplines to engage
and "sell" roles to active and passive candidates.

total talent management

A holistic approach that enables an employer to
manage both contingent and permanent hires
through one model, achieving greater efficiencies
and control.
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chapter one

what is recruitment
process outsourcing?

With the world of work undergoing its most
transformational year in decades, employers now
face a labor market like no other in recent history.
Even before the pandemic, how organizations
engaged with and hired talent had been changing
rapidly. Digitalization of the process, talent attraction
strategies and the steady advancement of new
technologies have recalibrated talent acquisition in
new and unexpected ways. These trends were simply
accelerated during the year of change.
As a result, recruitment has evolved seemingly
overnight. Some employee value propositions that
many companies thought were critical to attracting
and retaining talent — such as a pleasant work
environment or proximity to mass transit — suddenly
became unimportant as employees transitioned to
working from home. At the same time, processes once
thought essential to the hiring continuum — such as
in-person interviews and on-site onboarding — have
become very much virtual.
At the same time, global economic upheaval has
meant more uncertainty when it comes to hiring. While
some companies recently experienced steep drops in
revenues, others posted record sales and demand for
their products and services. Hiring was frozen for many
businesses while others couldn’t fill requisitions quickly
enough. As a result, workforce planning has become
highly difficult to predict and manage.
This may be why recruitment process outsourcing is
likely to attract more employers in the months and
years ahead. According to Everest Group, with the
global RPO market taking a hit in 2020 after a 16%
increase the year before, it is expected to strengthen
by 7% to 11% in 2021 as the economy recovers.
Uncertainty, along with companies downsizing or
eliminating their talent acquisition function during
the pandemic, are two major reasons employers are
increasingly turning to RPO. As hiring resumes, many
companies that no longer have internal resources,
need added support to meet their growth goals,
according to Everest Group. Many are not in a rush
to restore their internal function without assurances
that business will return to pre-pandemic levels. An
outsourced model provides a buffer against spikes
and drops in talent demand through highly scalable
programs and technology enablement.

Even now, talent scarcity remains a pressing issue
for many companies that were rushed into digital
transformation and needed the required skill sets to
undertake such a journey. According to our 2021 Talent
Trends research, about half of all human capital leaders
say digital transformation is moving too fast and they
are unable to keep up with these shifts, and 40% say
they are experiencing talent scarcity for IT roles.
In the past decade, RPO has gained tremendous
momentum over other outsourced talent acquisition
models. While there is still a market for headhunters
and traditional agencies, RPO offers distinct
advantages these other solutions do not, including
economies of scale, process optimization, deep
access to critical talent, and best practices around
diversity recruitment, HR technology and talent
analytics strategies.
Other direct hire solutions are typically more costly on
a per-hire basis. They are ideal for filling low-volume,
niche talent needs, but even when the number of hires
reaches a few dozen, an RPO can be more efficient
and effective.

How does RPO work?

RPO, in its many forms, can solve an array of
recruitment challenges. In the past, first-time buyers
were motivated mostly by cost savings, but with
more strategic and pressing issues facing talent
acquisition leaders, buyers see RPO more as a way to
drive access to talent, process efficiency, technology
fulfillment and analytics. In the current climate,
scalability, sector-specific expertise and flexibility
have risen to the top among the drivers for RPO
adoption or continuation.
New RPO buyers may be struggling with effective
or efficient management of internal recruitment
resources. While recruitment costs remain a
concern for solution buyers, cost efficiency is
built into most RPO programs. Many second- and
third-generation buyers now look for providers to
deliver a more comprehensive talent experience,
integrated market and internal workforce data,
access to next-generation technology and
automation, and other qualitative benefits.

Scalability and flexibility have always been key value
propositions attracting RPO adopters, but there
are other benefits attracting a variety of employers
with different needs. Cost savings, access to talent,
enhanced quality of hires, process efficiencies and
workforce management support are all benefits that
lead buyers to the contract table for the first time —
or the second, third and fourth.
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What benefits does RPO deliver?

Under a comprehensive program, an RPO solution
may:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

assess the company's HR technology stack
and implement new solutions if feasible
create a framework for ensuring a diverse and
inclusive approach to recruitment
provide workforce planning support
advise and execute on employer brand strategy
manage the end-to-end requisition process
undertake strategic sourcing and recruitment
marketing activities, including internal mobility
integrate talent marketing within the broader
attraction strategy
create talent pools as part of a direct
sourcing strategy
manage pre-screening and assessment
conduct interviews and selection
manage candidate offers and onboarding
offer candidate management and hiring
manager support
conduct HR research
manage program performance and talent
strategy analytics
provide offboarding and career transition services

What RPO models are available?
comprehensive RPO
This is just what the name implies: a program that
spans all processes, roles, business units and activities
associated with recruitment of permanent hires for a
particular organization. This may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sourcing, screening, assessment and selection
process management
transactional activities
guidance on and support for a comprehensive
workforce diversity strategy
technology deployment and management
employer branding and talent marketing
agency management
internal hiring
campus recruitment

This type of RPO is the most complex model and
typically requires more time to implement than other
models; however, employers gain greater benefits
when they implement an end-to-end program.
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project RPO
When organizations need to quickly scale up their
recruitment efforts to support a business initiative,
project RPO may be the best solution. Project RPO
differs from end-to-end RPO because it has clearly
defined timelines and end goals but offers similar
benefits. It is ideal for:
•
•
•
•
•

addressing short-term, immediate hiring
providing the opportunity to test-drive RPO
assessing the cultural fit of an outsourced model
to the organization
comparing the provider's performance against
internal teams
gaining a view of how process transformation
can affect outcomes

Project RPO often leads to a longer engagement because
it confirms the validity of an outsourced approach.
selective RPO
Some organizations may prefer to outsource the
recruitment of lower-level, high-volume roles but
retain other levels for internal recruiters. They may also
implement RPO for some business units but not others,
or need support on part or parts of the recruitment
process, such as candidate management. The right
solution may be selective RPO, which can provide:
•
•
•
•
•

targeted resources to business units with a
specific talent need
flexibility in what is outsourced and insourced
recruitment expertise or efficiency for specific
grades of workers
the means to free up internal recruiters to focus
on specific strategic roles
support for growth initiatives in new markets
and geographies

This model may be ideal for organizations that have
trouble filling certain roles with specific skill sets or in
select locations. These programs typically supplement
internal recruitment functions.

recruiter on demand (ROD)
When an employer simply needs additional recruiters
to fortify its internal capabilities, an ROD solution is
the most immediate way to meet this requirement.
This model provides:
•
•
•
•
•
•

instant access to recruitment resources
flexibility of on-site or virtual resources
complete scalability to any employer's talent needs
no lengthy contracts or a reduction in force
significant cost advantage over third-party agencies
highly experienced specialists backed by deep
experience and methodology

An ROD is effective for the short term, but has
minimal effect on transforming an organization’s
overall recruitment processes. It can easily be
transitioned, however, to one of the other more
comprehensive delivery models.
total talent management solution
The total talent or integrated talent management
solution is the most transformative model. It
extends the talent expertise and management
of RPO to the employer’s contingent workforce
program for a comprehensive approach. Dramatic
enhancements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

questions.
Will an RPO address your
recruitment challenges?

01

Do we have difficulties securing internal
resources for our recruitment functions?

02

Are we experiencing longer fill times
due to requisitions for more scarce skills?

03 Have we lost most of our recruiters during
the economic downturn?

04 Are we experiencing high turnover rates
shortly after hires are onboarded?

05 Could we benefit from more robust

talent marketing and candidate relationship
management strategies?

management of all types of talent
optimization of talent utilization
transparency of resource spending
the creation of a more agile workforce
faster and deeper access to talent
greater accuracy around workforce planning
centralized cost controls to optimize savings
enhanced compliance

The total talent approach is the most transformative
model in talent acquisition. While implementation
takes more time, it also produces benefits beyond
those provided by RPO or a managed services
program (MSP) alone.
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comprehensive RPO:
from talent advisory to onboarding.
workforce
planning

requisition
process

Evaluate labor supply
and demand

Develop job
descriptions

Forecast workplace
trends

Establish job bands and
compensation levels

Establish workforce
planning and strategy
Provide real-time
and predictive talent
analytics and market
intelligence

sourcing
Develop sourcing
strategy and recruiting
strategy framework by
requisition, location,
category, etc.
Initiate sourcing
process (internal
and external)

Conduct needs
assessment with
hiring manager
Leverage technology
to drive a positive
candidate and hiring
manager experience
Process requisition
Report requisitiong

Screen and
process resumes

processing &
assessment
Approve assessment
tools and methods
Recommend
assessment tools
and results criteria
Conduct initial
candidate prescreen
Identify qualified
candidates

Match qualifications to
job requirements

Schedule assessments

Approve third-party
sourcing

Conduct assessments/
communicate results

interview &
selection

offer
management

onboarding

Schedule interview
and arrange logistics

Determine standard
offer letter

Conduct pre-placement
verification

Distribute interview
packet

Approve exceptions
and non-standard
offers

Provide relocation
assistance

Tier 0
Candidate and manager
self-service

Perform interview
and rank candidates

Discuss offer details
with hiring manager

Coordinate
orientation schedule

Tier 1
Customer care
specialist and recruiter

Collect interview
feedback

Prepare offer and send
to candidate

Send orientation
materials

Tier 2
Recruiter and
operations manager

Manage candidate
disposition

Negotiate offer
with candidate

Conduct location-specific
orientation

client retained
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RPO provided

levels of support at
each step

Tier 3
Operations manager

either party

case
study.
global IT consulting leader meets demand
for IT professionals.

An increase in technology platforms sold over
the course of a year created greater demand for
client-facing talent for this global professional
services and IT consulting leader. As a result, the
talent acquisition team needed to source, screen
and hire high-quality, niche talent in France,
Germany, Portugal, Spain, the Nordics, the
Netherlands and other locations across Europe.

facing a spike in
hiring demand?

Find out how the organization gained instant
access to sourcing, recruiting and onboarding
support to build a network of IT professionals
and meet its increased demand.
> read the case study
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chapter two

the business
benefits of RPO.

What is the price of prolonging your time to hire
or even failing to fill important roles? In today’s
uber-competitive environment, your company
loses its ability to compete to some degree every
time a requisition drags on. If your recruitment
function isn’t meeting the demands of the
business, this can have a long-term impact on
innovation and sales.
The business case for optimizing your talent
acquisition process is clear. Understanding the
talent your company needs today and in the
future — and how you will acquire that talent —
should be clearly mapped out for your business
leaders. This is critical to ensuring your hiring
managers have the resources and the confidence
to execute on growth strategies and pivot to
changing conditions as necessary.
Despite concerns about an uncertain economy,
the fact is that most industries and companies are
undergoing one of the greatest transformative
periods in history, and the need for specialized
and emerging skills is rising. In fact, the skills
gap may be greater now than ever before as
organizations have accelerated their digital
business plans in response to the pandemic.
How has this trend affected your company?
Most likely, the skills you sought out before the
downturn are ones that you continue to need,
and possibly for more roles. Beyond the skill
sets you require today, what will you need next
month, next year or in five years? If you are
unsure, or continue to operate without the talent
to drive your business strategy, it may be time to
consider the value that RPO can bring to you.

Global RPO providers have some of the
largest databases of CVs in the market. More
importantly, their sourcing expertise and
methodologies have been robustly developed
to help recruiters find the best matches for
talent needs. Solution providers are increasingly
leveraging AI and robotic process automation
to scan online CVs to find the right match for
clients, resulting in better hires in less time.
Additionally, many global RPO providers already
have access to qualified contingent candidates
through their managed services programs
(MSP) — talent that can potentially be converted
to permanent hires. In fact, leading employers,
with the support of their RPO providers, are
building branded talent pools composed of
direct-sourced contingent professionals, silver
medalists and other talent who can be quickly
hired and deployed when needed.

Compliance and risk mitigation

What is the cost of non-compliant hiring practices
to your organization? Are you able to keep up with
changing labor laws in your markets? Are you
at risk because hiring managers have not been
properly trained on how to conduct an interview?
RPOs help employers mitigate many of the risks
associated with non-compliant hiring practices.
Whether it’s adherence to U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) directives,
German works council agreements or stipulations
in China’s Labour Contract Law, RPO partners have
deep experience navigating the legal requirements
of the markets in which they operate.

Access to talent

Even in today’s environment, the competition
for talent is tremendous, and companies are
competing fiercely for those in high demand.
Even after the pandemic broke, in our 2021
Talent Trends research, 40% of companies told
us they were experiencing talent scarcity — the
highest this number has been in five years. Do
you stand out when attracting the best talent, or
are you struggling to get the attention of the best
candidates out there? Are you even able to find
and engage with high-quality job seekers?
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Cost advantage

Lower recruitment costs will always be one of the
key drivers of RPO adoption. The volume of hiring
managed by a service provider is typically many
times greater than what an employer can achieve
on its own. For instance, Randstad Sourceright
globally manages hundreds of thousands of
permanent hires annually for dozens of RPO clients.
Employing dedicated on-site and off-site shared
resources, an RPO can achieve great efficiency.
With recruitment at the core of its business, a
global RPO provider also has the resources to
invest in product development, new technologies
and service enhancements to deliver sustained
business value. Most internal talent acquisition
functions are not structured or resourced to
sustain such a pace of progress.
In addition, RPO programs help employers shift
recruitment spend away from high-cost agencies
to direct-sourced channels. Depending on the RPO
model, pricing may be structured in several ways:
•
•
•
•
•

monthly management fee based on volume
and services contracted
cost per hire based on the number of
candidates acquired
management fee plus cost per hire
cost per slate based on the number of
candidates presented for each open position
cost per transaction based on a predefined
transaction, such as interview scheduling or
candidates screened

Best practices

Is Lean Six Sigma training a standard part of your
talent acquisition function? How can you encourage
more diverse hiring in your organization? Do
you have a personalized approach to managing
candidates that ensures a positive experience?
An RPO solution can introduce your organization to
a rigor and effectiveness that you may not be able
to achieve with internal resources alone. Through
extensive work with clients around the world, RPO
providers have honed their services to drive greater
efficiency across the recruitment continuum, from
sourcing methodologies to CV screening, interview
follow-up and even onboarding.
Lessons learned in more mature markets can
be shared in developing markets, helping to
accelerate programs in still maturing geographies.
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Likewise, according to LinkedIn, quality of hire
is an increasingly important hiring metric. As a
result, sourcers are using innovation to find talent
predicted to be the best fit for the employer. It’s no
surprise, then, that as a pillar of an RPO provider’s
business and a differentiator in the market,
sourcing receives significant investment.

Strategic sourcing

With many professional workers considered
passive job candidates, the deep sourcing
expertise that an RPO offers is key to acquiring
the right talent. Does your internal recruiting
function have access to the latest sourcing
methodologies and tools? Are you able to share
sourcing techniques with leading sourcers? Is
sourcing training a priority for your organization?
If the answer to any of these is no, you will be at a
disadvantage when competing for talent.
World-class recruiting capabilities remain critical
to most companies’ talent strategies because
most see the skills gap growing. In fact, 64%
believe they face greater workforce challenges
in the near future as a result, according to the
2021 Talent Trends Report. Three-quarters of
respondents also say having talent with the right
digital skills will enable their company’s reach and
open up opportunities.

Speed of hire

Time to fill is a metric most talent acquisition
specialists struggle to improve. It’s also one of
the first enhancements buyers experience after
implementing a program. This results from a
combination of factors that includes streamlined
processes, sourcing expedience, a stronger
relationship between recruiter and hiring
managers, and better candidate management.
Dedicated RPO recruiters closely collaborate
with hiring managers to understand specific job
requirements and develop requisitions that most
accurately reflect the position.
Most programs also have service level agreements
(SLAs) that require requisitions to be processed
within tight time frames, whereas many internal
recruitment functions often lack these mandates.
Rigorous screening and assessment enable
speedy vetting of prospective employees. Finally,
efficient offer presentations and onboarding
ensure a positive candidate experience and
engaged new hires.

Technology investment

Workforce diversity enablement

•

As diversity, equity and inclusion grow increasingly
important to talent and communities around the
globe, businesses are seeking to build workforces
that mirror the markets they serve. Your RPO
partner can help you attract and nurture diverse
talent, as well as help you understand how to adjust
your recruitment strategies to be more inclusive.

RPO providers continuously invest in technology
to enhance hiring outcomes. Because they
amortize investments across an entire client
portfolio, the cost to each is minimal. This is
important because talent leaders see the need to
keep up with innovation. Consider these findings
from the 2021 Talent Trends Report:

•
•

Most organizations are content with their
investments, with 84% agreeing they are
investing appropriately in talent innovation.
Nearly two-thirds (62%) are investing in
analytics.
Forty-six percent (46%) are investing in
recruitment marketing, and 49% are investing
in video interviewing platforms.

Additional investments in talent analytics
help clients better plan, execute and track the
performance of their talent strategies.
Technology is also increasingly important as a
result of the pandemic. With workforces moving
to virtual environments, and many employers
considering long-term, work-from-home policies
and borderless recruitment strategies, online
recruitment and onboarding are likely to remain
common. Your RPO partner will provide expertise
needed to deliver a high-touch experience for
both candidates and hiring managers through
these virtual environments.

Program flexibility and scalability

A critical feature in every RPO deployment is the
service provider’s ability to scale the solution
according to need. In fact, arrangements such
as project RPO or ROD account for a significant
portion of today’s market because many buyers
require flexible recruitment capacity during peak
times. The scalable nature of RPOs is well suited for
organizations that find it difficult to forecast their
talent needs or those experiencing rapid growth.
In fact, some clients engage RPO providers in
co-sourced arrangements in which the program
recruits for some positions or skills, while the
employer’s own recruitment team is responsible
for senior positions. These programs enable
hiring organizations to focus on filling the roles
they are most skilled at while relying on RPO
service providers for positions the employer
prefers to outsource.

With changing global demographics, organizations
are increasingly focused on diversity as a workforce
advantage. According to McKinsey, companies in the
top quartile of those with gender-diverse leadership
have a 25% better chance of outperforming those
in the bottom quartile. When it comes to ethnic
diversity, the gap is even higher at 36%.

Inclusive hiring is also critical for regulatory
compliance. For example, businesses that sell to
the U.S. federal government are required to adhere
to the rules of the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs. Elsewhere around the
world, governments have set goals for encouraging
the hiring of women and candidates of various
sexual orientations and physical abilities. Such
mandates may be part of an organization’s overall
diversity and inclusion strategy to attract great
talent while satisfying regulatory requirements.

Employer branding expertise

Because talent today expects more than just
competitive compensation to draw them to an
employer, you need to be clear about your employee
value proposition (EVP). The EVP is the core of your
employer brand strategy, but many HR leaders have
either devoted little effort and resources to clarifying
the EVP, or they lack the expertise to create an
employer brand strategy that will deliver business
impact. Typical employer branding services from an
RPO provider include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

researching your brand and competitor
positioning
building the business case for employer branding
and gaining buy-in from decision-makers
aligning employer brand strategy and
employee value proposition with your
company brand and vision
tailoring recruitment communications and
key messages
establishing proof of concept talent attraction
plans across integrated marketing and advertising
developing key performance indicators (KPIs), and
tracking to demonstrate return on investment and
drive continuous review and improvement
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Talent marketing

By applying sophisticated, technology-driven
marketing disciplines to talent attraction, companies
create a highly memorable applicant journey and
strong impression that stays with new hires and
candidates who aren’t offered the position. Using
data, programmatic advertising and an event-based
approach to engagement, talent marketing ensures
employers nurture their relationship with important
talent throughout the hiring cycle.
A marketing engine helps to continuously fill an
organization’s pipeline so that a slate of candidates
can be compiled almost immediately after a
requisition has been issued. This approach typically
involves the creation of a branded talent pool to
draw from.

The role of analytics is also a key enabler of
organizations seeking to transform their talent
strategies into a total talent management
model. Data around permanent and contingent
workforces is essential to helping businesses
better determine the right work arrangements for
their needs and the best way to acquire the skills
necessary to get work done.
Predictive analytics — the ability to apply historical
data to reveal future trends and needs — enables
talent acquisition leaders to improve workforce
planning and talent mapping. This is a significant
value to companies. In fact, 78% of human capital
leaders surveyed in the 2021 Talent Trends Report
say analytics play a critical role in engaging and
retaining talent.

Talent analytics and market intelligence
With advanced technology and on-staff data
science skills, RPOs are able to analyze data
related to all facets of talent acquisition. This is
helping employers make sense of performance
metrics and benchmarks, conduct more effective
supply-and-demand modeling and correlate
metrics to business performance outcomes. In
effect, companies are now transforming talent
data into business intelligence. As a result, they
now have a clearer vision for adjusting their talent
strategies to business growth and demand.

TalentRadar.
looking into the future of your workforce.
Randstad Sourceright’s TalentRadar advanced
analytics and recruiting intelligence platform helps
employers leverage their data from multiple HR
systems to support informed talent decisions.
Although organizations create vast amounts of data
about their talent each day, many struggle to use
this information to guide their workforce decisions.
To create an effective and responsive talent
strategy that meets the needs of a rapidly changing
workforce, companies need actionable insights
in real time and the ability to drill down to specific
details. This capability allows you to continually
optimize the workforce and achieve full alignment
between talent needs and organizational goals.
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TalentRadar allows complete visibility into all
recruiting, candidate relationship management,
application tracking and HRIS systems. The platform
applies data from any number of sources to predict
outcomes and develop related metrics. It uses
proprietary custom algorithms to make accurate and
relevant predictions, and this predictive intelligence
is used to guide day-to-day recruiting operations and
contribute to long-term talent choices.

5

questions.
Does your recruitment process
accelerate business outcomes?

01

Have we identified the most in-demand
skills our industry needs in the near future?

02

Does our workforce planning strategy
identify gaps in succession planning that require
immediate recruitment support?

03 Do we track the success of our hires
and hiring manager satisfaction?

04 Is the average tenure of our
hires increasing?

05 Are our business leaders able to execute
on their goals without having to worry about
access to talent?

3 tips.
optimize RPO's impact
on your business.
01

Consult with your service provider on
key roles needed to expand your business,
and ask how they can enable your goals for
a robust pipeline.

03 Work with program leaders to identify
opportunities for improving recruitment
outcomes, either with new types of roles
or new business units.

02

Invite your RPO provider to planning
sessions with business leaders so they can
understand the needs of the organization
and advise how to acquire the right skills.
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case
study.
year-on-year success recruiting highly
skilled financial talent.

Based on growth initiatives set by executive
leadership, a financial services firm faced increased
demand for highly skilled financial talent, including
financial consultants and customer service roles in
locations across the United States.
Recruiting for financial consultant roles is highly
competitive, calls for detailed background checks
and requires specialized licenses and experience,
making hiring more challenging. Customer service
role recruitment takes place in class hires, which
must deliver high volume over a short time frame
while still maintaining the quality of candidates.
Adding complexity, in 2020, the COVID-19
pandemic forced the move to a virtual
recruitment strategy.
Find out how advanced market intelligence,
innovative recruitment strategies and recruitment
technology helped the organization hire more than
450 professionals three months ahead of schedule.

> read the case study
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time to fill reduced
by 15 days.

Randstad drives innovation
our technology investments.
The Randstad Innovation Fund is a strategic
corporate venture fund that fuels HR services
innovation and supports our ambition to be a
leader in our field. These are just some of the
technologies we’re investing in to drive greater
value for our clients:
Alice
Alice connects to participating employers’ payroll
systems, and it monitors employees' expenses for
pre-tax eligible items. Employees can save money
on expenses related to childcare, ride-sharing,
parking, prescriptions and more.
Brazen
Brazen allows organizations to host online
recruiting and networking events, leveraging
a timed "many-to-one" chat interaction. The
text-based channels increase engagement,
especially for Gen Y and Z, increase
conversion of passive talent and contribute
to employer branding.
Crunchr
Crunchr is a SaaS platform for HR reporting and
workforce analytics. It consolidates, validates
and visualizes people data from all available data
sources across the company. It offers powerful
predictive analytics and learning functions to help
users translate insights into actions.
coffreo
Coffreo automates the onboarding, administrative
processes and document handling for flex workers
and temp agencies. Workers can manage their
own projects and data, and electronically sign
documents within Coffreo, including contracts,
and look into their pay slips.
Goodwall
Goodwall is the mobile-first professional
development network for the next generation.
It guides young people through the future of
earning and learning.

GR8 People
GR8 People is an all-in-one recruiting platform that
brings CRM, recruitment marketing, hiring and
onboarding together.
HackerRank
HackerRank is an online recruitment community
and assessment tool that uses coding challenges
in a variety of programming languages to source,
rank and match top programmers.
pymetrics
Pymetrics offers a unique way of sourcing,
engaging and sorting/matching candidates
based on gamified psychometric assessments.
The 20 short games assess candidate soft skills
by measuring 90 cognitive and emotional traits
beyond education and background.
Shiftboard
Shiftboard is cloud-based workforce management
software built for the complexity of a large
workforce. It connects automated scheduling
with workforce management, including time and
attendance, applicant tracking, communication
and onboarding.
validated ID
ViDSigner offers a SaaS multi-channel electronic
signature platform that combines the security
of cryptographic technology, biometrics and
easy use, from email certification to website and
mobile integrations, smartcard and handwritten,
in-person signing. ViDChain provides a blockchainbased, one click digital identity, implementable
in the optimization of user and online customer
onboarding and digital procedures involving
identity verification, thus saving time and money
while increasing efficiency.
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chapter three

building your business
case for RPO.

As your talent needs grow, you face the age-old
dilemma: buy or build? It’s a question that nearly
every buyer has struggled with at some time. The
answer isn’t simple. You should begin by asking some
difficult questions and undertaking a comprehensive
self-examination. Only after you’ve completed this
stage can you make an informed decision on the
best approach and win stakeholder support with a
compelling business case. Consider the following
necessary steps:

Additionally, internal functions require a constant
stream of investments in best practices, sourcing
methodologies and technology to remain
competitive. For example, understanding the use of
mobile technology, social media and big data is key
to identifying the right talent. Companies that fail to
keep up with the changing methods of sourcing and
engaging talent will find themselves unable to keep
up with competitors.

1.

Implementing a comprehensive RPO program can take
months and require significant change management,
but once operational, the return on investment
comes quickly. There are many ways to demonstrate
the business case for an end-to-end engagement,
including cost savings, enhanced time to hire, hiring
manager satisfaction and other metrics — all of which
can be correlated to revenue and profit impact.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

define business goals and objectives that align
with talent strategy
determine the current state of recruitment
determine the desired future state
map all possible routes to achieve your goals
perform a SWOT analysis for each option
prioritize approaches and the investments needed
to achieve each scenario
assess internal and external capabilities to reach
the desired future state

This first step is absolutely necessary, whether you
are considering outsourcing or not. If your desire is
to transform your current talent acquisition strategies
and recruitment processes, you should measure how
well your internal function performs on fundamental
metrics, such as cycle time, monthly requisitions filled,
on-time delivery, open requisitions, headcount and
others. Without this clarity, there can be no roadmap
and no determination of success.
Both internal investment and external solutions require
the participation of all stakeholders involved in the
talent acquisition process. These include HR leaders
and business partners, members of the C-suite, line
leaders, hiring managers, procurement,
marketing and legal. The objective is to clearly define
the goals of each party and determine which solution
best meets everyone’s needs today and in the future.
Once all potential solutions have been identified,
it’s time to determine strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats through a SWOT analysis.
For instance, do current processes require too much
effort on the part of hiring managers to develop the
requisition? Would an outsourced solution alleviate
many tactical activities? Consider your options:

Comprehensive RPO

One of the most compelling reasons for an RPO is
significant reduction in agency fees. For example, a
global environmental technology client’s program,
managed by Randstad Sourceright, produced $3
million in savings in the first year, spurred on by a
significant reduction in agency spend of 17% globally.
Across the world, its direct-sourced hires rose
markedly, with non-agency hires in Europe well ahead
of SLAs, and nearly 100% in Asia.
Access to talent is certainly another driver.
Through increasingly sophisticated services, such
as employer branding, talent marketing, talent
analytics and sourcing methodologies, RPOs are
delivering high-quality talent quickly.
In another program managed by Randstad Sourceright,
a global sports apparel company needed to quickly
and efficiently ramp up hiring in Brazil, an important
market in the company’s Latin American growth
strategy. The RPO solution achieved a 91% fill rate.
More importantly, the company retained 97% of hires,
with all hiring managers satisfied. There are many other
benefits that make comprehensive RPO an attractive
value proposition: scalability, compliant practices,
access to technology and expertise, and more.

Internal investment

Organizations often assume that an in-house
recruiting function delivers higher-touch service than
outsourcing would, especially for higher-level talent.
This may be true in some instances, but as volumes
grow, many internal recruitment functions find
themselves overwhelmed. This may result in increased
agency usage, which may eliminate that in-house level
of service and significantly raise the cost per hire.
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Project RPO

Recruiter on demand (ROD)

However, project RPO doesn’t address the
structural issues many employers have with their
recruitment function. This solution should be
viewed as a supplement to internal resources
when a business initiative requires an increase in
recruiting capabilities. Also, the value it delivers is
applicable only to the roles contracted.

There are two main challenges with such a model,
however: governance and account management.
An ROD model doesn’t contain any governance
in terms of escalations and management of
under-performing, on-site consultants; clients
are responsible for day-to-day management
of resources. Also, KPIs, process optimization
and management, reporting and analytics,
a dedicated team to manage fluctuations of
volumes, stakeholder engagement, supplier
management, and training and onboarding of
consultants are typically not part of an ROD.
It is a "no frills" approach to recruitment and
should be considered only if an experienced
talent acquisition function with solid recruitment
processes already exists in the organization.

The business case for employing project
RPO rests mainly on speed. Because it can
be deployed almost immediately, this model
provides the power of end-to-end RPO with the
expediency of an ROD solution. It offers highly
efficient processes, dedicated recruiters and a
full suite of technological tools. Furthermore,
because it has a finite end goal, buyers are not
locked into a long-term commitment.

Selective RPO

For certain roles, business units or locations,
selective RPO can produce tremendous results. It
offers high-impact resources, such as dedicated
recruiters and scalable tools, compliant managed
processes, and strategic reporting and analysis. A
selective RPO is typically contracted on an ongoing
basis, so it can have a greater transformative effect
on an organization’s recruitment function, even
though it’s limited to the selected workforce or
recruitment task component. For employers who
struggle with challenges in a particular area of their
recruitment, this may be the best choice.
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An ROD solution is the most immediate
way to bring recruitment resources into the
organization. Trained resources are brought
in to assist in managing short- or long-term
recruitment needs. Highly scalable and flexible,
the client determines exactly how much support
they contract for and the length of service.
Typically, commitments are brief, and disruption
to existing processes nearly nonexistent.

RPO
delivery models.
end-to-end
RPO

selective
RPO

project
RPO

recruiter
on demand

transformative services

Employer branding

Supplier panel with
agreed terms

Talent analytics

Dedicated recruiters
and scalable
resources

core services

Strategic reporting

Tools and technology

Flexible and
scalable resources
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Total talent management

A total talent management, or integrated talent,
solution offers the most potential value over the
long term. Buyers often operate a siloed approach
when managing permanent and contingent
labor, with HR responsible for the former and
procurement responsible for the latter. An
integrated approach requires the cooperation
of both parties, and brings operations and
governance of all talent processes under a single
strategy. The results include greater business
agility, improved visibility into talent needs, better
access to the full supply, and improved quality and
speed in achieving results.
To create the business case for an integrated
solution, an employer will need to bring all
parties together and help them understand the
value that this approach offers and whether it
is worth the potential complexities. Download
Randstad Sourceright’s Total Talent Management
Playbook for more information.

Getting external expertise

Also critical is the RPO provider’s ability to
grow with the organization, as programs often
span many years and lead to scope expansion
in geography, business units and roles filled.
Begin by undertaking a deep examination of the
provider’s capabilities and demonstrated track
record. Some key factors to consider include:
•

domain expertise. Does the RPO provider
fully understand your business?
industry-specific experience. Is the provider
familiar with your specific industry?
client portfolio. Can the provider offer a robust
and referenceable portfolio of clients?
deep resources. Does the provider offer
access to the best people, practices and
technologies for the job?
global footprint. Can the RPO support your
global talent strategy or growth into new
markets, offering global governance combined
with local support and market knowledge?
compliance rigor. Does the RPO possess
a deep understanding of regulatory
requirements in the relevant markets?
innovation. Does the RPO provider have the
financial backing to continually invest in
technology, people and processes to enhance
recruitment outcomes?

•
•
•

•

•

A common myth about outsourcing is that it
leads to replacement of internal resources.
This is only one arrangement, but in most RPO
engagements, the employer is simply leveraging
the provider’s expertise and delivery capabilities
to augment its existing resources. Whether it’s to
address a project, business spike, product launch
or particular skill set, RPOs provide a range of
customized solutions that enable employers to
preserve their recruitment teams while acquiring
the extra help they need when they need it.

•

Selecting the provider

World-class RPO providers will always have in-depth
knowledge and experience with any of the major ATS
platforms, recruitment CRMs and other technologies.
First-time RPO implementations may also be
accompanied by a new ATS investment, so the RPO
should have a deep understanding of all the major
platforms on the market, as well as demonstrated
experience in technology and program integration
and implementation.

Once the decision to outsource has been made
and the right model for your business has been
selected, you face the perplexing question,
“Which partner is the best choice to meet my
needs?” There are many competent providers in
the marketplace today, and each has strengths
and weaknesses. While pricing plays a big part
in the decision-making, it is by no means the
only consideration.

Addressing these questions at the start will avoid
painful discoveries after a program has gone live.
Vetting a provider is no easy task, but initially
ensuring organizations are aligned will help avoid
larger problems later.

Technology considerations

It’s important to also consider providers with a
complementary culture that have the appropriate
infrastructure and footprint and can deliver a
customized solution. These elements are all
present in successful programs.
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how much can you
save with RPO?
RPO business case calculator.

Understanding the potential impact of RPO on
your business can be complex. That's why we've
developed the RPO Business Case Calculator. All
you need is five minutes to find out just how much
a new talent model could save your company.
You can even model different options to support
decision-making about your RPO program. And if
you don't know an answer, it's no problem — we'll
use industry standards to help you build your
business case. So, what are you waiting for?

> start calculating
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5

questions.
Which RPO model is right
for your business?

01

Do we need a long-term solution that will help
us transform our talent acquisition model, or are we
seeking urgent recruitment support?

02

What are our priorities for outsourcing
recruitment — cost savings, faster time to fill,
achieving greater workforce diversity or enhancing
quality of talent?

03 Are we comfortable with an external partner

performing all tasks around talent acquisition, or are
we only seeking help with certain functions?

04 Do we have a competent technology platform,
or are we in need of tools that can transform our
talent acquisition function?

05 Are we also seeking expertise on how to

integrate and optimize our contingent workforce
management strategy?

3 tips.
ensure a positive business impact
through recruitment.
01

Identify the skills that your organization
needs today and tomorrow and map how
you will acquire them through recruitment,
internal mobility or reskilling.

02

Collaborate with business leaders
to redefine work. Doing this asks them to
think about alternative, more cost-effective
and impactful resources that can deliver
better results.
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03 Focus internal resources on

core competencies to achieve better
outcomes. Consider involving external
partners that can deliver on services
outside of those competencies.
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chapter four

creating a tailored RPO
for your needs.

Designing your RPO solution is a complex and involved
task, but by implementation time, you and your
provider should already have a good understanding of
organizational needs. That’s because the contracting
process provides clarity to both sides on what services
should be in scope, the SLAs involved and how to
achieve them.
Early in the implementation, your RPO provider will
complete an extensive discovery of your existing
recruitment processes. Even though the provider will
have an understanding of current processes gained
throughout the tender and contract period, it’s only
when they are afforded a close examination that
they will be able to develop and implement the most
suitable program. Often, the impression a client’s
leadership team may have shared about their own
organization can differ from actual practices, which
can delay program rollout.
While SLAs provide the framework for ensuring that
the program is on target, there are also instances
in which the client is still dissatisfied despite the
provider meeting the SLAs. It is important, then,
that both sides remain flexible. For instance, if the
buyer fails to realize the volume guaranteed under
the contract, or if time to hire for a particular role
isn’t reduced due to extraordinary circumstances,
mechanisms should be built into the RPO to allow
for these kinds of exceptions.
As the program matures, clients often find
themselves asking for innovation. Today’s thirdand fourth-generation deals have moved beyond
the basics to include high-value services, such as
workforce planning support, advanced analytics,
employer branding, talent community building and
management, and process reengineering.

Change management

The effectiveness of the RPO program will hinge
partly on how well your organization can adapt
to new processes, so it’s critical to have a change
management plan. Four steps are involved:
initial communications
Introduce the change, explain what it means to the
organization, and sell the concept and business
benefits to all stakeholders. Identify and engage your
change agents — the people who will best help you
drive the new initiatives.
education and training
Explain to users how the program will personally affect
them, what services are available in the new suite and
how to access them.

feedback
Gauge satisfaction and feedback at regular intervals,
make note of successes and challenges, and ensure
you are achieving the best outcomes from internal and
external resources.
commitment
A constant stream of communication is a must,
accompanied by satisfaction surveys and a plan of
action based on feedback. Engage the support of
change management and communication experts
from both parties.

Selecting the implementation team

An RPO implementation requires a significant
community of stakeholders from both the client
and supplier to ensure success. Selecting the right
representatives at the outset will set the tone for the
rest of the program, so it’s important to make sure
each individual has the bandwidth and commitment to
take on their tasks.
On the next page is a chart detailing stakeholders,
responsibilities and the time required during the
implementation period. It’s important for RPO buyers
to make sure they can dedicate the necessary
resources for implementation.

5 core phases of implementation

With any program implementation, there are five core
phases that take place, preceded by preparation work
and followed by a close-out step. Adherence to these
core phases helps to ensure a smooth onboarding
experience. It also helps the client and service
provider to familiarize their teams and establish close
working relationships for the life of the RPO. These
phases include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

planning
discovery
design
installation and transition
operational handover

One key to success is creating a detailed project
plan that establishes realistic milestones. Both
you and your service provider must commit the
necessary resources during this time to ensure a
smooth transition. The operational leader will be an
integral part of the implementation effort to ensure
no knowledge is lost when the program goes live.
Following implementation, a review of the rollout
provides lessons learned for the entire team.
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Communication strategy and training

How can you most effectively communicate
with your stakeholder group? What should you
communicate and how often? What are the
best channels to use? How can you leverage
the support of the corporate or internal
communications function? Developing the right
messaging is extremely important, but so is the
communication method. Key to the strategy are:
•
•
•
•
•

researching your brand and competitor
positioning for the most updated insights
determining how to get the message out and
how to amplify it
developing a communication plan to identify
the "who, what, when, why and how"
identifying the communication stakeholders
and key responsibilities
ensuring communication is a two-way street
with feedback loops

A critical part of communicating the new program
and its changes is user training. RPO providers,
through their work with other clients, have deep
experience and can take a leading role in this.
Providing a variety of training options (web-based
or on-site) can encourage faster adoption and
increased user satisfaction.

Program operation

After implementation has occurred — this may
take three to six months depending on the type
of engagement — program stability is the priority.
Many of the steps mentioned previously are
repeated and reinforced, helping to shape the
operational model. Reinforcing buy-in is a constant
activity, so soliciting continuous feedback to
ensure success is essential. This may be an activity
that’s managed internally or by the RPO provider.
Hiring manager surveys will provide a clear picture
of the state of buy-in.
You should soon start to realize some of the
goals of the program, whether it’s cost savings,
abbreviated cycle times, better access to quality
talent or hiring manager satisfaction. Reporting
on essential program metrics helps both you
and your provider gain clarity on where the
program is headed. Examining SLAs such as
time to fill, the submittal-to-interview ratio and
new hire satisfaction, as well as critical KPIs such
as interview-to-offer ratio, offer acceptance
rate and aging requisitions, illuminates the
trends. Progressively improved results should be
observed; if not, remedial action is needed.
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Governance and escalation

A governance strategy improves RPO
effectiveness by delivering operational advantages
on several fronts. With a formal decision-making
mechanism in place, a governance strategy
enables you and your RPO provider to act quickly
to address changing needs and conditions,
improving overall business agility.
In addition, within the daily operations of RPO,
governance provides structural mechanisms to
solve or escalate issues in a timely manner. Finally,
with a dedicated RPO manager or management
team working with the buyer, there is a bridge
between the internal team and provider, enabling
both parties to work together more efficiently
and effectively. A strong relationship will serve to
resolve issues and further the program’s goals.
Typically governance is overseen by a steering
committee. This group should consist of your
global or enterprise-level HR and recruiting
heads, as well as other procurement and business
stakeholders. On the provider side, the committee
should include the provider’s global or enterprise
head of the RPO business unit, as well as the
provider’s client account manager and global
delivery manager.
Quarterly business reviews and meetings highlight
program achievements, issues to be solved, and
areas for business improvement and innovation.
Regular meetings should also take place between
your regional or departmental recruitment heads,
dedicated RPO manager and RPO management
team.
The governance model must clearly define
the roles of everyone involved. By defining
reporting lines, identifying the decision-makers
and establishing escalation mechanisms, the
model establishes a clear process for oversight
and mitigation steps. It also needs to provide the
necessary feedback to program stakeholders
so they can determine whether actual practices
conform to the governance framework.
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areas of responsibility.
resources required.
customer
project-steering team
executive sponsor
project sponsor

project
responsibilities
executive sponsorship
policy development
training and communication
process development

project stakeholders

data collection and validation

resource
involvement
as required
2 hours per week

part time: as required in accordance
with implementation plan

training and communication
project manager

core implementation team member
participation in all subteam meetings

dedicated: 1-2 days per week

policy development
human resources and
talent acquisition

data collection and verification
process development

part time: as required in
accordance with implementation
plan, +/- 5 hours per week

training and communication
legal

contract development
policy development

dedicated: +/- 3 days per week
during contract negotiation

finance review
finance/accounts payable

system testing
system interfaces

HR & accounts payable
information system groups

system interfaces and system testing

information systems

IT and data security

data collection and validation

part time: as required in
accordance with implementation
plan, +/- 5 hours per week

contract development
procurement

supplier vetting and communication
data collection and validation

communications

training and communication

5 hours per week
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5

questions.
Does your talent acquisition
model deliver added value to
your business?

01

Can we demonstrate how effective recruitment
contributes to business output?

02

Are we able to quickly pivot workforce
planning due to changing market needs?

03 Are our hiring managers able to come to us for
advice on hiring?

04 Is our workforce planning based on meaningful
market and internal data?

05 How are we working with organizational

leaders to acquire skills that will be in demand in
the future?

3 tips.
select the right RPO solution
for your organization.
01

Survey internal stakeholders on
their pain points and develop a plan for
addressing them through hiring.

02

03 Think long term: identify how your

company will grow in the near future
(geographically, lines of business, etc.)
and select a solution that is future-proof.

Determine the key goals for your
talent acquisition function and work with a
service provider to determine your options
for achieving them.
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tips.
negotiating an RPO contract.

RPO programs are most successful when the client
and provider each benefit from the partnership. One
of the most important first steps in ensuring this
success is to negotiate terms that facilitate the goals
of the employer while economically sustaining the
program. As in any relationship, contracting an RPO
program is a series of gives and takes, so consider
the following:

01

Understand your needs.
An RPO program is integrally designed around the
hiring volume, so developing a realistic forecast of
your talent needs is critical. Programs can get off to a
shaky start when the actual hiring volume is drastically
different from what’s contracted.

02 Establish role clarity.

Master service agreements and statements of work
clarify the role of the provider, but RPO buyers should
also be certain of its responsibilities in a program.

03 Categorize what’s negotiable (and not).

Implementing an RPO often requires significant
process changes. Also, how the program is
designed will be dictated by cost considerations.
Knowing this, define your must-haves (i.e., having all
recruiters on-site).

04 Invite the right people.

Key decision-makers and stakeholders for the client
should always be present during the negotiation
process. Their presence will not only help usher the
discussion along, but also ensure the agreed-upon
statement of work addresses their essential needs.
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chapter five

how to create
greater value
through your RPO.

Successful RPO engagements usually experience
a series of refinements as client goals evolve over
time. After implementation and program stability
have been established, opportunities for added
value become apparent, and many activities shift
from transactional to strategic in nature.
For many Randstad Sourceright clients, what
began as a modest engagement — perhaps as
a project RPO or even ROD — often transforms
into a comprehensive program that not only
grows in scope of service, but also in geography
and business units. This indicates that buyer
confidence grows over time with the notion that
an RPO solution can support strategic activities, as
well as tactical ones.
In fact, in many mature programs today, RPO
providers are talent strategy consultants on
topics ranging from employer branding and
talent engagement to business intelligence and
workforce planning. For instance, rather than
simply dictate roles to fill or specific hiring needs,
one client engaged Randstad Sourceright’s market
intelligence function to help determine the ideal
location for a greenfield facility by identifying the
available talent near a choice of sites. This type of
cooperation is indicative of how RPO programs
have truly evolved into a solution with real impact
on the business.
How can you benefit from program expansion?
By replicating the processes of a successful
program at one location across other facilities, you
can continually gain value. Similarly, project RPO
may lead to an evergreen program designed to
enhance recruitment across the enterprise.
Finally, a number of Randstad Sourceright clients
have evolved from single-country, selective
programs into multi-process, multi-country
engagements and then to comprehensive, global
engagements. This reflects a push by buyers to
continually drive more value from their RPOs
over time.

Widening service scope

Many first-generation programs often begin with
source-and-screen services, which arguably make
up the heavy lifting portion of the recruitment
cycle. However, they often expand to include other
services such as assessment, offer management,
onboarding or even career transition services. The
broadening of the RPO provider’s role will enable
greater continuity, accountability and measurable
business impact.

Greater geographical reach

One prevailing trend in the industry is a push
by companies to take a more global approach
to talent acquisition. As a result, a successful
RPO program in one region may be targeted for
expansion to others. Not only does it create a more
consistent talent acquisition program across all
geographies, it consolidates control to a single
provider, thereby reducing complexity.
A global approach will also enhance economies of
scale, global talent mobility and management, and
global sharing of best practices and innovation. An
RPO partner with a global scope can provide an
additional range of consultancy services, such as
market intelligence to assess talent availability for
launch of new products or into new territories, and
analytics advisory for talent supply and demand
modeling across different growth markets.

Adding business lines and roles

Expanding a successful selective RPO program is
a common scenario because the client has already
experienced how the outsourcing concept works
for the organization. This type of expansion is
often the least disruptive because there is already
a proven approach for adoption. Many of the same
stakeholders may be involved in an expansion,
and an established relationship may already be
in place. What may differ are the type of roles
filled, the SLAs mandated and whether additional
stakeholders are involved.

Total talent management

As an RPO program becomes more strategic,
evolving it into a total talent management solution
may be the ultimate goal. Aligning permanent
hiring with contingent workforce management is
a growing trend, as HR and procurement forge a
partnership to change how employers manage
their complete workforce.
A total talent solution means a single partner
manages your entire range of talent acquisition
activity: workforce planning, supply chain
management, employer branding, sourcing,
talent assessment and identification, hiring
processes, reporting, and onboarding. The result
is a consistent, high-touch program customized to
your culture, industry and geographical footprint.
To learn more, download the Randstad Sourceright
Total Talent Management Playbook.
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Capturing additional value

As employers renew their RPO engagements
today, they continue to look for ways to enhance
time to fill, operational efficiency, quality of hire
and hiring manager satisfaction. Even as many
RPO providers have met initial service level
agreements, talent leaders are seeking more value
from their programs.
Expectations change as programs complete a third
or fourth renewal. According to the Everest Group,
the market is now focused on "innovative" services
that have a long-term impact on automation and
business continuity. A growing number of buyers
are looking to include the following services within
the scope of their programs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

digital strategy consulting — digital
transformation of talent management
internal workforce mobility to ensure talent is
identified internally and externally
career transition/outplacement to redeploy talent
especially in today’s challenging environment
location consulting — identifying optimal service
delivery locations
market intelligence — assessment of the market
for skills, rates, talent attractors and competition
talent engagement — nurturing talent to enhance
the candidate journey
employer branding and talent marketing
to support the employer in establishing an
authentic brand and attracting the right talent
to the organization
talent communities — a talent pool from which
hires can be made quickly
workforce diversity, equity and inclusion strategies

All of these value-added services aim to enhance
business outcomes through better recruitment
efficiencies and quality of hire. While anticipated
adoption varies greatly by the type of service,
there is no question that practitioners are
interested in outsourcing more of these activities.

5

questions.
How can you build an RPO model
that delivers increasing value?

01

Have we mapped how our RPO provider can
support organizational transformation over the next
several years?

02

What are the critical human capital needs
expressed by both business line managers and
C-suite leaders, and how can we evolve recruitment
to address them?

03 How do we plan to use data insights to guide
decision-making regarding our workforce?

04 How can our RPO provider deliver advisory

services to help us continually reap value from the
solution?

05 Are there recruitment functions currently

undertaken internally that could improve through
external resources?

3

tips.
ensure your RPO solution
is always evolving.

01

Continually assess hiring functions
that can be improved through better
processes, knowledge or technology.

02

Make sure to solicit input from
business leaders about their hiring
challenges and what steps can be
implemented to facilitate better results.

03 Regularly invite your service provider
to take part in important workforce
planning exercises to capture their input
and best practices.
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the evolution
of RPO.
enhancement

efficiency

transformation

•

transactional

•

efficiency

•

innovation

•

cost reduction

•

access to technology

•

quality

•

administrative

•

flexibility

•

business impact

•

scalability

executive
recruitment
professional/
skilled
entry-level
professional

hourly
class-driven
recruiter
coordinating
services

complex/
niche skills

mid-level
professional

hourly
single hires

recruiter
on demand

resume
processing

transactional focus

process focus

selective RPO process

strategic focus
full RPO process

relationship complexity
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case
study.
5,000 hires, 11 countries
and 120 distinct role types.

A network infrastructure leader enjoying
tremendous growth needed to scale its
recruitment function to support newly
won business across both established and
emerging countries.
Randstad Sourceright was engaged to
attract, source, screen and hire more
than 5,000 highly skilled individuals
across 120 role types in Australia, New
Zealand, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Myanmar,
Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia,
Singapore and India.
Find out how the employer uses targeted
recruitment, market intelligence and talent
marketing expertise to secure quality
talent and support its growth across
multiple countries.

> read the case study
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60%

aged requisitions decreased by
60% in one quarter, and time to fill
dropped by 50%
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conclusion

How effectively you acquire great talent will
ultimately determine your company’s success. With
the skills gap growing and demand for niche skills
on the rise, how will you acquire the resources your
business needs in an uncertain time?
Investments in internal capabilities are one sensible
approach, but will that investment ensure that
you remain competitive in today’s complex and
changing labor markets? Does it make economic
sense? Will you be able to build the expertise,
technology infrastructure and best practices
needed to keep you ahead of the competition?

An RPO program offers a cost-effective and
value-driven approach to recruitment that is
difficult for most organizations to replicate.
Through economies of scale, tested bestpractices and robust investments in technology
and knowledge, an outsourced provider is bound
to continuously help you identify opportunities to
gain value in your talent acquisition efforts, even
when hiring is uncertain and budgets limited.

need more answers?
3 reasons to schedule a consultation
with an RPO provider.
01

Whether your recruitment volumes are modest,
or you seek to transform your talent acquisition
function, RPO service providers have extensive
experience with organizations like yours. They can
quickly identify process and technology gaps,
uncover opportunities to enhance your model, and
provide access to a larger talent pool to help you get
high-quality talent more quickly and cost effectively.

02 If you face an urgent request to increase hiring,

an RPO partner can map out a solution to address
current and long-term needs. Unforeseen spikes and
sharp declines in hiring are more efficiently addressed
with an RPO in place, which can scale quickly and
efficiently with the demands of your business.

03 If keeping up with talent innovation and

technology is overwhelming your talent acquisition
team, an RPO service provider can offer both a
portfolio of solutions and expertise on integrating
them into your infrastructure. Providers are
constantly assessing the newest technologies to
determine their value to people and processes.
Request a consultation with a Randstad Sourceright
advisor today at randstadsourceright.com.

click here to request your
personal consultation
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about Randstad Sourceright.
Randstad Sourceright is a global talent solutions
leader, driving the talent acquisition and human
capital management strategies for the world’s
most successful employers. We empower these
companies by leveraging a Human Forward strategy
that balances the use of innovative technologies with
expert insights, supporting both organizations and
people in realizing their true potential.
As an operating company of Randstad N.V. – the
world’s leading global provider of HR services with
revenue of € 20.7 billion – Randstad Sourceright’s
subject matter experts and thought leaders around
the world continuously build and evolve our solutions
across recruitment process outsourcing (RPO),
managed services programs (MSP) and total talent
solutions. In 2020, Randstad helped more than 2
million candidates find a meaningful job with one of
our 236,000 clients in 38 markets around the world
and trained and reskilled more than 350,000 people.
Read more at randstadsourceright.com.

human forward.
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